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THE VERTlCAL, D!!1ENSlON

(i)

I~~HULUNG

CLAS,cJIFlCA'J'lON

,lntroduc
tion
'

" Analytic tables of complemento..ry oppositions sometimes contain
pairs such as l:iu'perior:inferior (e.g. Needham 1962:96), but by and
large structuralist social anthropologists, following the lead of
Hertz, hcwep:~dd more attention to the lateral opposition of right
3.nd left than to the vertical one of' up and down.
The Thulung ,
Ro.i,l who live some forty miles' S'Quthof moun,t Everest, do not
practise a system of prescriptive,alliance (though ,there are grounds
of a sort for supposing the:.t they moy have done so s:J!1mO three centuries ago), cnd o,ne would not expect to find among them such
'
regular correspondences between sbcial end symbolic classification
as,have ch;~racteristicQily been demonstrated in societies which do
prac tisc it.
,It is indeed difficult to find, such correspondences
and we shall not attempt any sort of "total structuralnn~lysi8".
The question we pose is quite limited, namely what use do the Thulung make, of the vertical dimension in ordering their conceptions
of the world and society.
Even so we mU,st ignore many uses, for
instance in Thulung cosmolop:y and ethnophysiology (1. e. such facts
ns thn~ p.nq;er, sweat Gnd sn~ezes "come up"), and some of the otherscan only be treated scantily.
On the o~her hand it seems to me
important, as well DS interesting, to attempt to distinguish uses
which are likely to have been part of Thulung culture before it
made effec ti ve contact l/fi th the Hindu lndo..:.Europetm spe nking world
(probably somewhat over two centuries !1g0) fromthos.e which it has
borrowed from that world. . The culture of t,he Thulung, as of SO
much of the north-cost of the subcontin~nt, is the result of the
impnct of Indo-European, speakers on
Tibeto-Burmanspe,,*ing world
and it is impossible to leo..rn a tribal language wi t,hout the fact
and its diachronic impliccitions being constantly obtruded on nne's
attention.
Where the t~xt leaves the matter in doubt we mark
Nepali words or loan words with a following N.

a

(ii) Language
It is a commonplace that alien languages often make distirittions where the outsider doe's ~ot expect them, ,~:nd conversely fail
to make them where, he does expect them.
One p:rncticaldifficulty
of this sort \liPS the dema.ndth:lt Thulung makes that one o..lways take
account of the vertical dimension in the expression of motio~.
The English verb "ceme" is' translated by, fourseparnte verbs ::md
selee, tion of ,th.e wrong one results in the speaker beingmisunderstood or, if the context is clear enough t in 'his heing: correc.ted~
One of the fau'r, rok- ''''come circuitously or ,by chance , or from an
unknown direction-;-turn up", is of little rel'evance here." Of
the remainder 'bik- means, to a first approximation, I1come across,
i. e. from a startin~ point on a level wi -Ch the -point of arri vo..l ",
£et- meansr'c'oPle up from one thnt is lower" t yok- cbme down' from
one thClt is higher".
A parallel distincti.on is obligatory 'in the
four verbs' for':j'to bring",' respectivelyret..,;,'phi(-,khet-and seot(of which at least the first three are etymologically r,elated to
their intransitives).
"Going" and'''tnking'' are e~ch rendered by
single verbs (laks';' and let-, again it seems related), but here
the vertic al dimension' i.8 expresEied, equally obligatori ly, but in
a way that accords more easily with the habits of an Indo-European
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speaker, in a series of,particles_ comparable to our, adverbs or preposi tions (actually they are postposi tions).
In trclnslllting "to
go or take 1£ such and such a place" there is no sin~le equivulent
for "to";
the choice is between an undifferentiated "towards:' and
"across to" I "down to", "up to".
The latter three -past.pasi tions
together wi th a different undifferentiD,ted particle express the
obligatory distinctions within our concept of rest at such and such
a place. '
,
-"
'
Obviously this feature of the languo.ge is' entirely appro.pria.te
to the terrairi~
A three-hour journey uphiil is a very different
undertaking from a three-hour journey downhill.
The former' would
land one among the potato' 'fields of the Buddist Sherpas, in a'
climate where
snowfall is a possibility; the latter'c.mong, 'the
rice fields ~f well esto.blished Hinduco.stes ~here m~laria has
only recently' ceased to' be a dan,ger.
The cort~,lU,ence of 'the Thulurig
language with the categories'of action that the environme~tdemands
of its speakers , might be taken as a vivid, i f , facile, instance' of
what the sapir-Wh~r~ hypothesis would predict.
For the purposes
of this p2,per, especia:ily of the next two sections, the 'linguistic,
data are important because they explain why it is impossible, to'"
speak Thulung and remain unaw~re of,theimportance of the vertical
dimension in theii c~ncept~alisation o~ space.
r~ Nepali the
terms expressing the vertical dimension are usually optional, very
much as in English.

a

The typical Thulung villa'te is set, roughly speaking, on a
single tract of hillside, i. El. seen from suffic ient distance it
appears as occupying a simple inclined plane surface; in this
case the aprlication of'the,obligatory vertical distinctions offers
no problems.
Over larger ~reas, one possibility would be to apply
them strairshtforwardly on the basis 'of absoluh:' height above sea
level, i.e. likecohtour li~eB~ but this is not'what is done.
Instead, they are applied in the light of :;. larger scal'\) schema of
Himalayan geography.
According to this the Thulung area is regarded as situated somewhere in the middle of an inclined plane
running from the plains of India in the south to the snowy heights
of the Nepal-Tibet border in the north.
'One b6mes "up" from anywhere in the south, down fr6m anywhere to the ~orth. This ~ay be
illustrated by a fragment of the'routine conversation a fieldworker
goes through time ,and time D.gi:tin with minor variations when he
makes a new acqua.intance.
I>
Thulung: Wher,~ is your house?
Ethnographer: In England (the country is actually known in -Nepali
asbelayat, a word of Turkishc:.ndpersian origin, w:hich gave rise
to Cl;rmy"Slang "Blighty").
Thu: It must be, very cold for you here imdit is ,diff,icul t ,to grow
rice.
Eth: Our country (to Ejayl'my" would be m.~stimmodest) ,is not t~
wards India, but faraway to' the north-west (us.ing the Nepali words
ut tar and paschim, boi:;,hdi.rectlocJ.n words. ,from, Sanskri t) . 1 t i s '
cold .and wecaIi"t'grQw rlCe, but we 'plant a lot of potatoes, and
wheat ~nd barley~ like the Sherpas.'
'
Thu: Ha? (the slowly rising pitch expresses sur;prisewi,thperhaps
a hint of polite doubt).
'Whet]. di~, y:ou come up,here?
Eth: Itts b~on ayea~~
Thu: When are you going back down?

The association of westerners wi th India rather: than with
Tibet is obviously explicable on historical grounds, but the
point of the dialogue is to emphasise that the geographic'al schema
described embraces not only the Thulung area but also, the entire
geography of the world as conceived of by an uneducated· Thulung.
, His language has probably always lacked terms for the cardinal points in the abstract.
For east and west reference is
typically made to particular places, for north and south most
of the work can be done by the verbal and postpositional system
described.
Where nouns are required the Thulungusually borrow
the Nepali pair aul and lekh, connoting respectively low, hot,
southward place and high:-COld, northward place, the equivalent
Thulung pair ,,!aye and jejiu or jiujiu respectively being virtually obsolete. ,Fo!' obvious reasons the language very seldom
has any call to distinguish relative altitude, latitude and
climate, and as we have seen has the utmost difficulty in doing
so.2
The relationship of north and south to up and down is by no
means confined to Thulung.
If the dialogue had taken place in
Nepali the vertical dimension would have been used in just the
same way, expect that it would not have been incorporated within
the verb "come".
~~Then Thulung and, Nepali coincide in some
featur~ other than a lexical item it is often a problem to know
whether the tribal language has adopted it from the national
one or whether the national one has been influenced by the sub-l
stratum of Himalayan tribal tongues, all of ~hich bear at least
some resemblance to each other as members of the Bodic DWision
of the Tibeto-Burmanfamily.
In its geographical schema we
can be confident that Thulung has not borrowed from Nepali, and
the second alternative seems plausible, although the facts of
Himalayan geography make the association so natural that the
Nepali usage could be independent.3
Of course local details of the terrain do not always harmonise with the ove.rall schema and it may hapr,en that the starting
point of a northwo.rd journey is higher than the arrival point,
and vice versa.
In other words there is a conflict between
the relative height criterion applying to movement on a single
hillsid~ and the north-south,criterion applicable to the larger
scaie.
In such ,cases the north-south criterion seems regularly
to take precedence, though further data is needed.
In any case
each village in the language it uses of each other village necessarily classifies it as either up, across" or down, with only
occiasional instances where either of two classifications is'
acceptable.
Sometimes reference to' the'map 8ugg~sts a certain
skew in the application of the categories.
For instance, Tingla
lies two hours to the ·west of Muk:j.i, and only marginally to its
south, yet it is obligatory in Mukli to speak of coming ~ from
it.
This might be because it lay close to the route ultimately
leading'southwards to Bahing territory (along which the souls
of the dead are conducted. 4 . Since indications of the vertical
dimension of travel is optional in Nepali, it is unlikely that
any such regular classificatory system is used by 'native'
speakers of th:-,t language.
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(iv)

Domestic Space

Thulurig houses invariably have their long· axes transverse·to
the direc tion of the slope on which they. stand.
. This is'. easily
intelligible3.s a practical matter~
Level ground is h3.rd to find
and to clear n flat terrace of given area more earth has to be moved
if the terrace extends in depth into the. hillside than if it extends
in length along it.
However the orientation to the average prevailing slope is maintained even when the house is built on ground
which is nc tually flat ~
Although the long axis of· the house is'
determined relative to the hillside, the axis is not 'itself. conventionally polarised.
The house has its porch and main door invariably' on one' of· the short ends (which it seems natural to them
and us to think of as the front ehd), but looking uphill one cannot
predict whether this will be on the left hand or the right.
The
builder would decide ac~ording t6 the lie of the land, ihe position
of neighbo~ring house~, springs~ paths. etc.
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Ground Plan of Thulung House
Certain f&atures of thehouse's'layout are strictly determined
by its· orientation relative to the slope,and positions and movementswithin the house are expressed ~nthe .up:..,and:..,down ternlE1 that
this orientation makes appropriate. . The key facts- are that. the
main door is downhill in the ·front wall and that the hearth , with
its ·threestones for stipportingpots ,two uphi.ll, one downhill, is
somewhat off-centre· in the front uphill quadrant· of thefloo.r space
('cf. diagram).
'The burkha is p'rimarily the women's area sinc e it
contains supnlies ,:nd' c00kihg vessels, . though there is no· bar on
men entering it.
The'mosium and ciupciu are referred to later.
The stairs, traditionally a notched pole or trunk, was. probably.
usedorigfnallyto reach items stored in the ~afters;
it is usually
downhill close to the back wall., but if it is uphill, as in ,.some
houses, it is not fe~t to be out of·place.
Nowadays most Thulung,hollses resemble those of other castes
in the' area in being ·substantia.l'·· two or· three storey stone- bl,lil t
structures painted white::md red, with upstairs windows painted
black.5
EVEln be:forethe Gorkha conquest of approximately 1770
the "palace" of the village headman was stone-built. 'but older people
recall that in their childhood practically all Thulung houses were
made of split bamboo smeared with ordinary mud.
Some four or five
houses in this style are to be seen in Mukli, and indeed they are

occasionally built in order to eC.onomise on time or m.oney •. The old
people's memories and the evidence of the. presen~ day. shacks is. cor~
.roborated by lexical material, Parts of the houf)e expressible only.in
ThulllUlg are the ciupc;iu,the IllosiUlll: and its sp,.el,f. ThE;) following P4r~s
oan be expressed in either langUagei courtyard, hearth, hearth-~tones,
drying rack oyer fire, burkha, ~adder, front,door~ uphill passage, areas
aro1iildhoui!ie where drips fall from'eaves; forked stake used for suppor- .
ting peam~4 '. <Pl:IXts: e.x:p:;,e,ssible on;J.y in Nepall are : garden (and most of
what iS6grO~ in it) ". 'barn, po~ch,. its ::,oofing, cot,. side door; second
storey ; w~ndows (which are. never set ~n ground floor); plank,s"carved
capitals·set on top ofpiJlars, smoke exit holes, door bolt and door
hinge, stone wt:l.llt:l. of hQUS.~, ,stone foundation and its extensionoutl?ide
the walls, iron cooking tripod used as well as or mste.ad of the hearth
stones •
t

. These lis tsserve todissec t the house into thoseelemen ts
that are likely to d.a:tefroro. bt;:lfore the' immigration of Nepali
speakers into the Thulung area and.those which have been borrowed ,
from immigrdnts~
It would be difficult to.,give a watertight
'theoretical justifieD. tion ,for making an inference of this kind;
suffice it· to . say that in ,practice the method:;.;ives generally coherent and plausibl~ results, not only as regards houses, but in
many aspects of bothmaterial'and non~material cultufe.
There
is an additional check here in ,that for all but the last three
i terns in the Thulung 'list I hewe recorded ~pecial ~~mes (depcinJ1.1g),
used when referring to them in ritua+sj in Mukli not one item in
the Nepnli list has a .£~pcinGng though sOl;rle villages h~lVe given one
to the side-door. . The impo'r'tant point is' thatneo.rly all parts
of th~house thot are closely iQvolved ,in its conventional up_down
or~ent&tion are expressible in Thulung arid are unlikely to be .
borrowings.Conversely~· very few of the Nepali itemsnre relevant
to the orientation.
For instance, the tripod i9 placed in atiy
old positioninsid~ or outs~de the three stones, the ups~airs
windows face in any direction,. the barn", though, typ,ically facing
the front ~all from the other side,of the courtyard, Qan be built
wherever convenient or not-at all • . It is true that the side
door (not always present ) is obligatqrily. do,wn-hill ,b'ut since
it is, the one us ed tqr throwing sl'ops' ou t of this Hl not sllrprising.
Again given the position of the main door, the~cot, if itis,to
be in the shelter of,the porch, is necessarily tlphi~l.
In ~ts' Obligatory ori'zntation thE?' '):'hulung house c~)Utrasts
sharply with 'those of fhe higher Hindu castes, in.which Sc) far as
I could discover, no feature of. tbe layout is strictly related
to the slop\:). of the hillside~.
.,
~ .
The orientation of the Tht1;lunghouse has important implica";
tions in everyday life.
. The mosium i$ the place of hen cur where
the master of the house usually sits.
He will invite respected
kinsfolk and guests- to .come "up" ,md join him there, but tho.se
who are not Kiranti, ~.,e. :the anthropologist i,nd members of any
caste other than the Limbu, should keep downhill of it, or the
ancestors will h0rm them..
,Lokhim" in ma):ly ways the m.ost 'i!untouched" of Thulung villages, ,8.g .• in having t1l8 smallest proportions
of immigri:?-ntsactually i):lterspe;rsed B.ll\QngThulung,pays little
or noatte.ntion to'the pr;ohihition" 2nd one wonders whe,ther the
imputation of such xenophobia t,o. the ancestors may not be a sign
of Hindu influence.
~n anv case ,theas~ociationwith ancestors
is'veryexplicit.
A very ;ldman, ~ho is, already almost an
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ancestor, may 'be referred to as mosiu)!l 19 Va (lit. Ruardian or watcher
of the place.,
The ancestors do not like goats (perhaps because
when they were introduced they were felt to' be alien to tribal tradition), and a householder who has eaten,{1'oat's meat should not enter
the mosi'um for a week. ' Offerings to the"a:n~estorsare incer~ain
rites placed ,not merel'y in the mosium, but ~ on the ,shelf hir;h upon
its uphill wall.
This is significant because the pest tion in which
a corpse is ritually "laid out is on the floori in th~ciupciu.
Now
the central motif of the Thulung death ceremony is the rupturing of
the link between the living and the recently 'dead.
The properly
integrat~d arice~tors are a force for good, whereas ~ good proportion
of mankind's woes are ascribed to the activities of dead spirits
who have remained amOTI.f; the livin.a:.
The dead man is told forcibly
and repeatedly to depart to where he belongs, to the village, of
the ancestcrs.
The sharpness of separation is expressed by reversal of the orientations that he has obeyed while alive.
A sleeping
man keeps his hend pointing either uphill or longitudinally, Le.
parallSl to the long axis of the house, but the dead mah is buried
v,lith 'his head pointinp: downhill.
A longitudinal sleeper can point
either way in the mosium, or just below the fire) but in theciupciu
his head must be away from the front door, because (the Thulung
are explicit) the dead are laid out heads poiting townrds it~
For a litrin~ persoh to disregard these orientations would be
kh61o.
This'isan interesting term meaning something like "illomened,unlucky, taboo", and I have heard it applied t() a number
of heteragene6us prohibitions: filtefing beer made of rice,
wearing a Topi while being given a Tika, throwing sweepings out of
doors at night, hesitating in D. doon:;ay, uttering the word homsi
"cucumber" in the month of Mangsir, mentioning- a dead rerson's name
or discussing his funeral soon after his d~ath; its derivative
kholom means "meat' reserved for kholome", (officiants at tribal
rites~. For confident tre~tment of the term we should need more
data, both local and comparative, ,but in citleast two further ,examples i t refers'to reversals, of correct Vertical relationships.
It is kholo to'store cooking pots upside down (cf.' the English
superstition som~t:i,.mesapplYing to' ,horseshoes hung over doorways),
and it is kho16 tosprend\a gundri'N (rectangular mat made of rice
straw) . so that the part made first (theh~ad end,. recognisable. by
the shOrter locips 6f the 0arps as theyciicle back to re-ente~ the
weft) lies doWnhill
.
The Thuiung say that the Nepali for kholo is ~~, a word
which is not in the standard·Nepali·dictionaries.
The existence
of the Nepali term, even apart fr6m the prohibitions involving such
obvious borrowings as'Tika givin.a:, Hangsir and gundris, suggests
that the concept is by
means confined to the Rai, but the close
association of kholo with death ritual and domestic architecture
-suggests th~t it has long been a £eature of Thulung life.

-no-

There is a curious cOhtra!~H between the systematic use of
the vertical dimension ih the con~eptualisation of geographical
and domestic space and the apparent lack or',any overall ccnventio.nal spatial'schema for the village.
The highest and lo,west
parts of the .villagesare often ~e£erre~ to, especially in Nepali,
as its head and tail respectively' (.&!: and puche,:J;: N),but no particular values or customs are nowadays attached to them.
At
best there exist 'only temious hints as to what may have been.
The
river phuliuku, from which Mukli takes its ritual: name, runs
roughly straight north-south and appears once to, have separated
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the,'yil~age'into two named halves, Congkoma,nd Tekala (which
could have been intermarrying moieties).
The only previous
student' of Thulung, Hbdgson, British Resident at Kathmand,u in
the 1820s 3nd 30s, recorded in his unpublished notes (aowat ,
the India Office Library) the existence of, classifier, partic:!-E~s"
a grammatical category which has since entirely vanished from
the language.
The particle bop then used' in enumerating
villages (as well as eyes, oranges, grains of rice and pillows)
certainly referred to round things, as present-day cognate
lexical items confirm.
Suggestive facts can also be f6und
in reports on peoples whose cultures can be argued to be distantly related to the Rais: cf. for instance the ritual importance ef the uphill'and downhill village cntes o.mong the
Zemi NagaS (Graham Bower 1952:9~) or the north-south orientation of Tharu houses and villages. (MicDonald 1969:71).
Thus
it may ultimately be demonstrable that the prese.nt lack of
any structured village"space has ~e~n the result of changes
accompanying the Gorkha conquest, Hindu immi~~ration, the introduction of intensive terrace farming, and the vast demographic
exparisioh of both Thulung and immigrants.

Theconceptualisations of physical space that we have been
dealing with are quite ('listinc t from the well known and widely
distributed complex concerning the axis mundi or centre of the
world, which is typically situated at ,some point of political
or religious importance.
This complex apnearsin relatively'
unsystematised form among bbthThulung and other castes incertain ritual uses of poles, and possibly in connexion with the'
giant silk-cotton tree at which Thulung agriculturai rites take
place, but we cannot treat the subject here.
(v)

Metaphorical Spaces

A logician miFht wish tD give some sort of fundamental
priority to the categories of physical space and speak of their
being "carried over" as metaphors (the Greek etymology means
precisely transference) to help in conceptuilising arid organising
other areas of life.
Sociologically one could as well start
with these other areas, from the biological fact that children'
have to "look up" to adults, or ,that vict,ors,"overcome" and that
vanquished !'go under".
It is equally biological and basic that
to lose ones legs is to be Orippled, to lose ones hehd is to die.
No doubt all cultures use the vertical dimension metaphorically
in their thinking and symbolising, relating in some way ul':down
with leader:ftlllower, high status:low status,head:foot (or for
obvious reasons, head:rumpor "bottom").
The possib'ility of
conceiving of bodily space, kinship space and sbcial~pace in
the same terms as physical space appe.ars' to be so inheren t iOn the
nature of things tha~t it might be thought futile fo attempt to
analyse this aSPGc t of Thul1-l-ng life in terms of tribal, arid
'
'bor-rowed.
One counter to this is theoretical.
The methods of,
housebuilqing ~mployed by a society depend on it's conceptualisation
of the possible uses of what tl.1.e environment offers; simj,larly
the whole of philos"ophy, rests on the fact that people do not in
"prac~ic~ realise or 'express the. ideas about theriature~of things
,that are in a sense available to all, human beings.
If it is
legitimate to analyse the methods of houpebuilding in tribal"
b6rrowed tercis~' it is equally legitim~te in principla, howeNer
difficult in practice, to make a similar analysis of them~hods
of conceptunlising spaces.

Another counter is empirical.
Cultures. clearly do differ in
the sorts () f spac e thev c onsider"bons a penser'"
An important
theme of Bishop Robitlson· is.that .'vertical imagery referri:ng :to . a·
"god up there'; was once natural andarrpropriate but is· now an archaismj drawing on Tillich, he sui.;gests· (1963:22, 45~6) . that if
spatial imagery~s necessary, that of depth would b~ more appropriate than that ef height.
.
.
(vi) Bodily Space
The relative statu:s of the bodily extremities crops up again
and again.
One should not dishonour the head by using trousers
or shoes as a pillow.
One should not stand on a pillow.
If
one treads by mistake on El. Topi (hat) orte should say Visnu, Visnu
for the god may b:e offended.
One· should not push faggots onto
the fire with ones· foot; even worse would be to touch the sacred
hearth stones with that extremi ty.
l~Then a person takes something
from another's hand arid says dhany.abad N (a Sanskrit loan word), it
is a sure sign that he has been in close contact with westerners;
the normal and proper way to r~ceive an obje.ct is, as one brings
it towards one, to raise it slightly wi th a Isentle curve in the
direction of the fore head,without verbal acknowledgement.
Formal greetin;<;s are made not only on ceremonial ocqasions but whenever members of differenthol,lseholds meet indoors.
According to
category of relati~e 'there are three grades of respect.
The
highest is expres~ed by the giver touching.his for~~ead to the taker's
feet.
In the next the give~ touches his right hand to the taker's
feet and then either touches his own forehead or joins both hands.
Between equals both parties stand and join hands.
The head is the favourite portion ofa carcase of meat, and
the one which an owner keeps for himself when h§:kills an animal
for meat on a non-ceremonial occasion.
At Mukli!s major bhume rite,
(agricultural ,::md ancestral) numerous pigs I headsc.re cut ofTD."nd
placed at the. base of the sacred silk-cotton tree, later to. be
eaten as kholom by the tribal priests.
When cooking meat Nepalis
do not separate· flesh and bone but chop the mimal up into small
lumps which often contain both, and are particularly likely to do
so when· the, head is involved.
Gingerly separating· the two the
anthropolog'ist· is tempted to fee] there is no accounting for taste j
however with a structuralist.backgroun<i he cannot help recalling
that if i i is the head that is ~iv~n to gods and prieEts, it is the
tail plus a small lump 'of meat from the base of the spine. that is
given to the Dtlnrais, the loweet caste,at the end of a wedding •
•~
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There{~ no g60d evidence that any of the uses so far mentioned
of the head: foot/tail "polarity are· tribal in origin.
Those that
involve b6rrow~ngs and immigrants such as shoes,Topis, Visnu and
Damais are evidently n6t.The polite ~esturefor receiving is allNepali. . The gestures of greeting are the same' as thosaused by the
. Hinduciiet.ris, botH ·locally and g;ener'lilly (cr. Fuerer Haimendorf
1966:46), Etnd apply to almost identical categories of relatives ;
the Thulung for· "greeting';
~, which derives from Nepali ~
or sewa "service, at1<endance ona superior, worship, homage",
(though Nepali itself uses the word ~ for "greeting'!).
. It might
be thought that· cutting off a larg:e number of pigs' heads and piling
them at the base of a tree was about as tribal a custom as could well
be imagined;
Chetris and Brahmans of course neither keep or eat
pigs, and a pig's head is taken to the bride 'is sister in the traditional Thulung wedding.
However, it is clear from the wedding

la

ritual that the really traditional way,of killing pigs is to
shoot them with bow and,arrow, not to behead them with a kukri,
a method wbichis only used at this one bhUl,aE! rite.
One
Thulungactually suggested to m~ that the rite had been copied
from the Che tri diwali rite, which is held in honour of the an-, '
cestors and involves the beheading of a very large number of
male goats, ,whose heads are temporarily deposited in. shrines
surmounted by tall bamboos.
In all other-ceremonies th;e ThtJ.lung ancestors receive inner organs or ~ortions from the middle
of the carcase.
Pending analysis of· the pig's head for the.
bride,'ssister, we conclude somewhat tentatively that 'there is.
no evidence of an evaluational polarity having been applied to
the body in pre-co~tact times,and that if itex~sted, its
application has considerably increased sirice contact.
(vii) Social Space
,

,

The vertical dimension is used 4~ite ex~licitly to express
the status and power structure of E?ociety in the recently introduced J2an.?¥~s
system.
District politic.s ~s distinguished
from viLlage pol.l.itics as belonging to Cl "higher ,level". (~hillo taha' N);
the ,terminology is, taught in the schools in
,
the "civics" classes (nagarikN), and no doubt derives from western political theory, a particularly popular subject.cat Tribhuran
University in Kathmandu.'
.
.
Caste is not (es in western so~iolbgy) spoken of i~ the idiom
of pure verticality ("high caste: low caste!'), but in that of size.
Touchables and Untouchables are contrasted as "big castes:small""
Thulo jat:sano jat N, and finer distinctions within each block
are made in the same terms.
A usage which anpears related is'the
expression Thulo ma'nche ("big man") 'referring to any indi vi'dual
who is particularly rich or influential;
the literal ~hulung
equivalent (Dokpu miuciu) is current but has the ring of a translation rather than of $ a1d and indigenous idiom.
HI though. castes
are not ordered in terms of physical. height pure' and simple,' it; "
is interesting, especially in view of the last section, th'at the
varna mod,el of society (with which most Thulung are at least partly
familiar).explicitly polarises society between the Br&hmans, originating from the head of Praj~pati,and the Sudra, from his legs
or feet.
, Within Thulung society the clea~est, instarice of connectioi'
between verticality and social relationships is in the kinship
terminology and behaviour, which is in large measure borrowed
(cL Dumont 1966:55: "1 'idee de hierarchie, si importan te. en ce
qui concerne la caste,'n'y est pas cantonnee, elle penetrele
domaine de la pa.rente").
Let us briefly review the remaining
roles of importance in past and present ~hulung society.
(a),
The term muliu, often used in the, tribal ritual fCJr "wise old man"
is no doubt the, Nepali muli "chief, ringleader,h,ead of hous<?hold".
(b) The talukdar N (though most easily translated as "headman")
does not seem,within living memory to have been &'Poken of,or symbolised as in any sense "above" his raiti.
His main function is
to c.ollect taxes.
This is not th~,pla~e 'to examine his' office
in detail , but we may note that he has 'ilOThulung name, make s no
appearance in tribal ritual, has no ceremonial ftinctions except
at the Hindu festival of Dasain (when he traditionally gave a
feast for his raiti) and at weddin~s when he receives the Rai
TikaT (N - from English "ticket"); there is no motive for supposing that he existed before the Gorkha conquest gave him his
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original title of Rainnd his ta~"'collectingduties.
(c') The'
term ne0]2ceo means literally the "five men", and corresponds
exactly to tl).eNepa+.ianq Hindi J?nnc=fiv'e (the root underlying
"panchayat") 4
Nowadays the term seems to he used only in ritual
contexts of the tribal prie'st and his ,·four aEl~::l§t,ants but there
is some confusion between it "and 'ngopso"friend, neighbour";' ,however, the translation panc rakhn'l±=ngop~premu "hold a council"
clearly implies that it "once had some role in village organisation.
'Most'lik'ely'it aprliedto post-conquest councils consisting of
the talukdar and' his four assistants.
(d) The only" pure 'Thulung
wprd nJ,,:aning "important man" in 'a general sense is,ngaw or ngawa,
which appears to relate to age rather than height or size (cf.
~gac:o flold 'man", ngcm), "old woman"; poss~blyn:gadd~"before"
ln tlme or space).
e ' The pre-conquest 'vll,lage "raJi:.\s" Were
he 12 (or baya hep) "earth lord"), a term now used only in addresses
to spirits, as sokmo hep "lord of the ,jungle".
(:0 'L'he, ti-ibal
priest is called dewa, a word which significantly is of Nepali
origin, meaning originally' "god ,;respec tful term of 'address"to
honourable person".
Now only the last two Thulung'roles make
any clear use ofvertic-al metaphors or symbolism toeXl?:r'esl$, their
sDcialimportance,and~~en so one must look qciitehard to find
it.
People ordinarily sit on straw mats, either, thed:j..sk sh?:ped
12-iro' N, or therectangulargundri N (bothporrowings) . I n prin'ciple ~he priest officiates sitting on a special seat not used in
other circumstances.
As usual in Thulung materi~l culture, the,
,design is extremely simple: a board two foot lang, eight inches
wide is raised en inch or two off the ground by transverse ridges
'atei~her end.
'Iri spits of itssi~plidiiy itsi~Pbrtance is
show by the fact that it is regularly'mentioned in the priest's
incarttationseven'when there 'is not one actualJ,.y:ayatlap:),e for,
the Cerer(lony.
Its ritual name is l~hosa.ngma sirangma (cf. ~
"axe", sang , "wood", ~ N "head"); ,whether
nott;he first two
elements a~ecorrectly id~ntified, the 'thirdidenti£icationcan
be sut,parted by the f8.ct that the site'of~:the"palaGe" in Mukli
(aple.cE¥ called or-:a) also has as its rituciT name ogama sirangma.
~irangmaoccurs alse; in the' ritual names of. at least three other
places (though not of any other objects); we cannet ,say whether
tJ::lis is because they were the seat of some important person, at
the' highest point of Cl. village,' at the head of a stream,' or for
some other reason.
The important points are that outside kinship
relationships the only clear instance of vertical 'symbolism in
traditional Thulung social space (a) is expressed with the borrowed
term ~ir (b} refers to'the superior statu~ of the'head (cf. last
,section);' (6) relates tribal priest ['nd villar-:e rajb-. ", ,
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< There is no ~pace' to' examine here the i3ignificartce of the last
point for a reccmstruction 6fthe social' history of the post-con,;..
tactpre-6onquestperiod~ but even the hi~hly compressed data we
have given is perhaps sufficient to sug~esF that before, the COh-'
'quest metaphorical uses' ~f(the vertica~'dimension tQ: e<xpress
.
internal social differentiation were bei:i1:g introduced as a result
of Nepali influence .1~Ti th the abrupt incorporatiol.'lof the Thulung into the national state th~ir v~rtic~l social concBptualisa:,;..
'tion.s' have <been in terms' borrowed 'from a'nd'largel,y aJ?plying to
this larger ,Hindu society ~ , Only in the last two decades has the
concept of'bureaucr.atic 'hierarchy begun to become, 0, familiar part
of everyday thinking.

(viii) Height an~ w~alth
Most -pairs of opposites contain a potential asymmetry in that
orie nlember can be more naturally taken asa departure from the
qther than the converse, e.g. left-handedness is a departure
from right-handedness, illness a departure from health, death
from life, and so on.
With a similar asymmetry the top of
something suggests movement upwards more strongly than its
bottom suggests movement downwards.
The fact can be used in
several ways.
It contributes for instance to the ap-propriateness of the feathered headdress which enables the Thulung shaman
to undertake his magical flights or of the tall pole or tree
which may be used to make contact with beneficent powers from
above.
Here we will be concerned not so much with movement
away from the earth as with movement up from it, as exemplified by growing: things.'
There are two customs that vividly associate wealth and
height.
~r,Jhen a man has threshed his' rice by beating bundles of
it on the ground, he sweeps the unhusked grain into a conical
pile round which he traces a line with the edge of his winnowing fan as a barrier to evil spirits.
If he leaves it for a
time or overnight he places on the top a flower and plants a
sickle, handle downwards and blade pointing to the north
(lVlukli)., The meaning was said to be that - he wishes the pile
were as tall as the great mountains to which the sickle points.
Similarly a bundle of flowers and straw (bllng, phul N) may be
tied to the to-p of a pole of the structure-an which maize
cobs are dried; ''People do it thinkirig "let there be Dlen ty",
,as one informant put it.
Note that the Thulung do not hav~
a feeling of security about a harvest that has been "safely
gathered in".
It is liable for instance to be surrepticiously
filched by demons with grabbing hands or taking the form of
mice.
Regarding the origin of the customs (a) a Brahman suggested
to me that the first was a prop€r and established one, implying
that it was not confined to the Rai, (b) no'spe'cifically Thulung
vocabulary arises in theirdescri-ption; and they are more likely
to have originated among long established agriCUltural peoples
than among an originally largely hunting people, (c) picked
flowers, so regular a featur~ of Hindu rituals, are neve~ used,
in those of Thulung tribal otficiatits.'
,
Let us consider next the attitude to mountqins expressed in
the first custom.
Siva (often called Mahadeu - "the great god li )
is "the most important god of the Nepali Hindu pantheon" (Turner:
1931), and his tridents-are found in shrines all along the Himalaya.
Siva and his' spouse parbati (Sk Parvatl "the daughter'
of the mountain") are neculi~rlyassociated with the snowy Himalaya (above all in fact with Mount Meru).
Hinduised Thulung
consider their tribe to be sivamargi, i.e. followers of the god,
and use the fact to justify their habits of meat-eating.
The
use of mountains in honorific contexts is illustrated in a ritual
dialogue where the bride's ~riest addresses the groom's as
"baba (father, general term of respect), himal, gaurav (importance, honour, influence), parbat" (all four honorifics being N).
The conclusion then is :that the pile of ricec·u·stom belongs to
a complex of ideas which associates mountain'summits, gods, res-
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pect and -prosperity.
In contrast to Hindus (and Tibetan Buddhists),
the Thulung appear to have shown tradi tioria.'lly a tcital disregard for
spirits attached to mountain tops; -mountains are not named, apart
from the habitations or pastures that they offer.
It is true that
the ancestors are associD.ted with the uphi.ll side of the house but
the hill to which they are conducted as last ~esting place is
nei ther particularly high nor snowy, being situated to the south
west; nor do they go particularly to its summit.
There is one
Thulung ritual phrase referring to'\nountains of cropsr! but it
seems likely that this, together with the whole com-plex discussed
in this section is a borrowing.
(ix) Psichological Space
The association of the head with prosperity is particularly
striking at the seances of an ethno-doctor.
When one asks what
he is doing: to a person who is not ill but with whom he is evidently occupied, the· answer whether in Thulimg or· Nepali is that
he is "raising the person"s head" (~ uThauna N, buy phjm~).
He may in fact be a~itating a chicken around the head concerned,
but he i~ certainly not raiSing it in any literal sense •. English
metal:)hors help ·to make the meaning clear.
A man with "head held
high" faces the future and the godswi thconfidence p1e wi th "head
hung low, or slumlled, eyes cast do-wn", is out of favour wi th the
gods.
However for deeper insight ~emust consider the complex
ofassociatiOriS surrounding the head in the two languages.
In Thulung we are dealing with tWIJ roots, buy "head" and bung
or bungma, literally "flower".
The Nepali equivalents are respectively ~ and phul (the latter meaning also "dry heated grain,7
menses, egg, testicle"), both of which wehcwe· met in other. sections.
l.lIJ'hatever their etymological relation, if any,· the Thulung pair show a close association with each other, as in the
following ritual words and phrases:
inibung siribung "your head"
bububuyla "upon(-la) the head (buy)"
bubukomsi 'isirani. N, pillow, = komsi in everyday language"
jiujiubung bubebung "mountain (jiujiu) flowers" (the variation
bubu/~ being most likely dialectal)
The Thulung root bung has wide ramifications, especially in the
direction of f~rtili~butalso cross-cutting some of the other
semantic sub-fields of the system.
bok- = phulnu N "open (of flower), pop (of pop-corn), go white
(of hair), thrive"
bubum "white" (probably cognate wi th 'bok-)
bungdo' "youth, fertile part of' woman's life"
bung "human mother 'smilk,? :md/ornipple"
bung D·3ak- "(of a Wi ·tch) to .make a woman infertile" (Deak"block u'pa- hole!') ...
bung baTpa "influential man within hamlet" (baTpa "havingil)
Both bl).ng and sir (less commonly 'phul) are YJarticulurly associE,ted. wrt'hcompeils'ii'tion: .
hungma Diu "phulpan N, beer cffered'in compensation' after
wedding; small respectful gift"
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u mam ku bung/sir "payment to mother on removal of bride"
nokcho ku sir. "payment to. priest" i cf. basanti N "payment
to ethno-doctor" (literally "spring season", or
"variety of flower")
sir rakhne "payment made to unmarried girl if you !ilarry her
younger sister"
Thus idioms like bung melsiTpa "drooping "of flower or person",
i sir blem "you will be humilio.ted," 11 terally "your head will be
1'elle d", 'and the ethno-doc tor's sir uThaunu have behind them a
rich and tangled set of more or l8Ss metaphorical associations.
It would be hazardous in this area to offer firm conclusions about
the relations.between tribal nndborrowed vocnbulari, though I
am left with the impression that the association of heads and
flowers is closer in Thulung than Nepali.
However it is clear
enough that the Thulung do make a close association of this sort,
one that seems relatively rare in European languages (in spite'
of examples such as' "head of cauliflower or chrysanthemum", and
"maidenhead and deflower"); and secondly that what in some parts
of the world is expressed in the idiom of "loss of face" is here
expressed in that of "lowering.of the head".
conversely the
"raising of the head" in Thulung or Nepali expresses a concept
not easily translated into English, one which combines a psychological element of high morale with a temporary ritual condi tion of -posi tive liability to good fortun~" a state of being
in the grace and favour of the supernatural powers.
(x) Divisions of the Year
Many rituals auch as the hutpa used to be and in some place
still are performed regularly twice a.year, once during the
two or three months following the rains, once in the two or
three months before them.
The latter performances are called
ubhauli N "upper", the former udhauli N "lower".
The corresponding Thulung adjectives are never substituted.
The informants questioned could not suggest a precise demarcation between
the two halves of the yearj
very possibly they are formed by
Magh and Saun sankranti (mid-January and mid-July respectively),
festivals which are widely observed both by tribals and Hindus.
In any case the lexical evidence strongly suggests a Hindu origin
for the division.

This eSBay has attempted to continue t'he tradition of Durkheim and Mauss' "Primitive Classification", as expounded at
Oxford, where a Diploma question of some years back! asked f.or a
comparison of verti~~1 and lat~ral opposition.
Another influence
has been Ullmann's writings (1959) on synaesthesi~ and .semantic
change.
After all, as Borges has said, lilt· may. [je"that universal history is the hist6ry of the dirfe~ent int~natio~s given to
a handful of metaphors".
NicholasAllen
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long-term encouragement of my teachers, Professor C. von
FUrerEaimendorf and Dr. R. Needham.
Littlejohn 0-963:9) reports a 'similar situD.tion in Sierra
Leone where the word for "up" means east, that for "down lt
west, in correspondence to the lie of the land. :
Our own convention, to be'seen also in Ptolomy's map,of
putting north at the top of the page, was not shared by the
makers of the 8' -called T and 0 maps of, the Middle Ages,
cf. the Hereford Cathedral HapDCtM:ulld;i,(~a 1300)<, where
east is at the top df the page.'
.
Comparable .skews have been X'eport~d from Iceland,regarqihg
the application 6f the terms for the cardinal points and
the inland: out-to"';sea opposition (see Haugen.1957).
Colour symbolism is very 1i ttle used in' the area."
White.
limestone, ,red ,clay and wastes from the blacksmith's 'are'
conveniently 'available and the people' are no doubt rig,ht
in ass~rting that they "se them purely for their decorative effect.
The ~eversal of what would be the normal Order in Nepali
. (mothil16talo) sugp'el:'ts nn enrly borrowing.
Pignede
(I966:80ff:)need not have· been puzzled by the fact that
the Gurung (like the Thulung) use their airy and spacious
up~er stories fOr storhge and not for living or sleeping;
in both areas the uprer storey is an innovation.
Thulung phul "flour" D.1)pears to derive from this meaning
of the Nepali word~· In Enrrlish too "flower" nnd "flour"
derive from the sc:me' (Latin) \~crd.
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